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TECHNOLOGIES OF KOKORO 

Imagineering Human-Robot Co-Existence, 
Perspectives from Japan 

Jennifer Robertson  

 

Some Japanese roboticists building humanoids today seek to imbue their robots with 

kokoro (heartmind, mindful heart, emotion). Others focus on building humanoids 

that convey kokoro when interacting with humans. In conjunction with robotic 

kokoro, the scholarly and popular media alike have announced the advent in Japan 

of “robot priests,” two of which include SoftBank’s humanoid robot Pepper, that 

debuted in 2015, and Mindar, an android bodhisattva commissioned in 2019 by a 

temple in Kyoto. This article discusss (and demystifies) both Pepper’s “emotion 

recognition engine,” and Mindar’s interactive capabilities and clarifies the 

declaration by pioneering roboticist Mori Masahiro that robots have the “Buddha-

nature” within them. The article critically investigates how religious technologies 

and affective human-robot relations are imagineered theoretically and in practice. 

 

Introduction 

Some Japanese roboticists building humanoids today seek to imbue their robots 

with kokoro (heartmind, mindful heart, emotion). Others focus on building 

humanoids that convey kokoro when interacting with humans. The scholarly and 

popular media alike have announced the advent in Japan of “robot priests,” two of 

which include SoftBank’s humanoid robot Pepper, that debuted in 2015, and Mindar, 

an android bodhisattva commissioned in 2019 by a temple in Kyoto. Because the 

terms robot, religion, and kokoro are often used self-evidently, the article provides 

working definitions which serve as a platform both for interrogating Pepper’s 

“emotion recognition engine” and for critically investigating how religious tech nolo -

gies and affective human-robot relations are imagineered theoretically and in practice. 

 

Robot Priests and Bodhisattvas 

In August 2017, the global mass media reported that Pepper, SoftBank’s celebrity 

humanoid robot, had been given a new role as a Buddhist priest for hire at funerals. 

Countless headlines across print and virtual media shouted, “Robots in Japan are 
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now Buddhist priests.”1 As is typical of popular and academic reports alike about 

Japanese robots, this story too was an exaggerated, one-off account that was never 

followed up.2 Pepper has yet to conduct an actual funeral and is unlikely to do so in 

the future, having been discontinued by SoftBank in June 2021.3 That four years 

earlier the robot had been dressed in Buddhist robes was merely because Pepper 

was part of a temporary exhibit at a funeral services convention in Tokyo. 

Figure 1 shows Pepper chanting at the Life Ending Industry Expo in Tokyo, 

where the plastics manufacturer Nissei Eco set up a booth to resemble a Buddhist 

altar. On the altar in the booth is a mortuary tablet (ihai) inscribed with the phrase, 

sangaibanreito (lit. three worlds, all spirits) that represents and memorializes the 

spirits of all living things in this world. Mortuary tablets with this inscription feature 

in rituals to placate the spirits of restless spectral beings such as the deceased who 

have no living relatives to care for them .4 

In a YouTube video of the expo, an unidentified human priest monitors Pepper 

as the robot chants a sutra in a nasal monotone while using mallets in both hands 

to beat rhythmically on ritual drums.5 The priest explains that he is assessing whether 

 

1  M. Murphy, ed., “Peace bot with you: Robots are now Buddhist priests,” Quartz 
August 23, 2017. https://qz.com/1060932/softbanks-pepper-robot-is-now-a-buddhist-
priest-in-japan/.  In this article, Japanese names are rendered last name followed by 
first name, and all translations from Japanese to English are my own unless otherwise 
noted. 

2 This article is not based on longue durée ethnographic fieldwork dealing with real-
time encounters between the featured robots and the public; rather, my focus is on 
how roboticists imagine kokoro and imagineer the soft- and hard-ware facilitating 
human-robot interactions. In my book and articles on robots, I moderate the excessive 
media hype surrounding robotics and AI and provide “reality checks” as to the alleged 
abilities and capacities of AI and robotic technologies. 

3 E. Ackerman, “SoftBank stops making Pepper robots, will cut 165 robotics jobs in France,” 
IEEE Spectrum, 29 June 2021. https://spectrum.ieee.org/softbank-stops-making-pepper- 
robots-will-cut-165-robotics-jobs-in-France. SoftBank has halted production of Pepper 
as of June 2021 due to a lack of consumer demand and downsized operations in France. 
Very recently, in October 2021, SoftBank announced that the United Robotics Group 
(Bochum, Germany) would take over the management of Pepper and NAO in Europe. 
(SoftBank Robotics, “Press Release. SoftBank Robotics Europe and United Robotics 
Group announce Master Distribution Agreement for Pepper and NAO robots in 
Europe,” 20 October 2021, https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/en/node/639.)   

4 These rituals, known as segaki (“feeding the hungry ghosts”), can be held at any time 
and are annually staged during the lunar calendar festival Obon, held in late summer, 
to commemorate the visiting ancestral spirits and to encourage them to return to their 
cosmic residence. Given that Nissei Eco’s ersatz altar was constructed for a funeral 
services expo held during the Obon season, a sangaibanreito tablet was an appropriate 
and necessary ritual accessory. 

5 The drums are a wooden “fish drum” (mokugyō) and bowl-bell (kin). Because fish do 
not sleep, the fish drum is said to represent wakefulness.  
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or not the robot acolyte is able to “put kokoro into his performance, since the most 

fundamental aspect of religion that priests convey is kokoro.”6 I will elaborate on 

the concept of kokoro in a later section. A young Japanese man interviewed in the 

same video speculates that the advent of robot priests will likely change the nature 

of priesthood for human clerics. Also interviewed is a young Anglo woman who 

claims that “to foreigners, it might seem a little weird to have robots involved in 

something so religious because in Christianity at least, religion and technology are 

often opposed to one another.” Her claim can be easily rebutted. One example is 

the indisputable centrality of communications technology—from cell phones, 

computers, the Internet, websites, videos, photographs, radio and television, to 

photocopying machines and faxes—in Christianity and most religions today, 

whether Abrahamic monotheisms or polytheisms. Even robots figure in, as we shall see.  

The young woman in the Pepper video was clearly unaware of Bless U-2, for 

example, a retro-looking 1.8-meter-tall metallic robot introduced in Germany earlier 

that year (May 2017) as part of the five-hundredth anniversary of the Protestant 

Reformation (see fig. 2). The robot was situated in the compact Church of Light 

(LichtKirche) in Darmstadt, a city in southwestern Germany. The church was built 

of wood and Plexiglas panels mounted on a mobile platform and illuminated with 

multi-colored LED lights to “symbolize the colorfulness and mobility of faith.” Bless 

Figure 1. Pepper in Buddhist robes 
at the Life Ending Industry Expo in 
Tokyo in 2017. On either side of the 
robot are the ritual drums used by a 
Buddhist priest, and directly above 
Pepper’s head is the ihai (mortuary 
tablet) used in Buddhist funerals. 
Above the tablet on the uppermost 
shelf is a central statue of Amida 
Buddha flanked by the bodhisattva 
Kannon. (Source: https://twitter.com/ 
tenshinji/status/9024173653122990
08?lang=bg.)

 

6 BBC News Japan, “Osōshiki wa “robotto dōshi” ni?” [Will “robot priests” administer 
funerals?], YouTube.com, accessed 24 August, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v 
=PQhNRaaHFSw. 
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U-2 was part of an interactive experiment of the Protestant Church in Hesse and 

Nassau to explore the meaning of blessings in conjunction with the digitalization 

of artificial intelligence. The robot speaks several languages in a “female” or “male” 

voice. A user selects among several blessings and can print out texts as desired. That 

Bless U-2 was designed to resemble a humanoid ATM-machine was a humorous 

reminder for the church to keep track of funds allocated to the project!7 Like the 

Pepper as Buddhist priest display, the demonstrations of Bless U-2 also stimulated 

ideas among visitors about the relationship of religion and human clergy in a world 

saturated with electronic devices. It is worth noting at this juncture that there is a 

long history of religious tasks being automated—probably the most well-known 

example of the fusion of technology (in the sense of engineered artifacts) and 

religion can be found in (orthodox) Judaism. Zomet, or the Institute of Halacha 

( Jewish Law) and Technology in Jerusalem, where I conducted interviews in 2009, 

is staffed by scientists who design devices modified for use on Shabbat, the Jewish 

day of rest, such as lamps, stoves, elevators, etc. that do not need to be manually 

operated. A pre-industrial example of religious technology is the rack of Tibetan 

prayer wheels that multiply and amplify the prayers of individuals. Not only are 

religious tasks automated, but automated devices themselves, including robots, have 

been memorialized in funeral services administered at Buddhist temples by human 

priests. These memorial services, or kuyō, for nonhuman, nonanimal entities and 

objects including robots, offer a powerful emotional and aesthetic experience of 

identification and affinity with treasured and intimately familiar things that are no 

longer functioning or useful, but that cannot simply be thrown away.8 

In addition to Pepper and Bless U-2, Xian’er and Mindar are two robots made 

for religious purposes that have been headlined in the media and featured in many 

YouTube videos that are easily accessed.  Xian’er (see fig. 2) is a cartoon-inspired 60-

centimeter robotic monk with a saffron-colored body and “surprise emoji” face that 

was designed and built in 2016 by tech-savvy priests at Longquan Monastery in 

Beijing. The diminutive robot carries a tablet computer. Xian’er can chant in 

Mandarin and English and give simple explanations of Buddhist teachings.9 Mindar 
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7  LichtKirche, “A Warm Welcome to the Church of Light at the World Reformation 
Exhibition!,” accessed August 1, 2017, https://lichtkirche.ekhn.de/welcome.html; Volker 
Rahn, “Experiment BlessU-2 / Interactive Installation (‘Blessing Robot’) English 
Version,” YouTube.com, 31 May 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTK68l2BHtE&t=30s.  

8 Rambelli, Buddhist Materiality, 211–58; and Robertson, “Robot Reincarnation.” In January 
2015, Kōfuku-ji, a 450-year-old Buddhist temple in Isumi City (Chiba Prefecture), staged 
a memorial service (kuyo) for “deceased” AIBO, Sony’s robot dog. (Robertson, “Robot 
Reincarnation,” 183–87. 

9 Cheong, “Religion, Robots, and Rectitude,” 412–31; and Travagnin, “From Online 
Buddha Halls to Robot-Monks,” 120–48.  
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(see figure 3) is a 1.8-meter-tall, 32 kilogram ‘bodhisattva robot’ at Kōdaiji, a Zen 

(Rinzai Sect) Buddhist temple in Kyoto.10 

Mindar is identified on the temple’s website as Andoroido Kannon Maindā 

(Android Kannon Minder). Kannon (also Kanzeon) is name of the Bodhisattva of 

Compassion who, as the South Asian Avalokiteśvara, had a masculine form and 

later acquired a mostly feminine form when (Mahayana) Buddhism was transmitted 

from India through China to Japan in the early sixth-century. The bodhisattva’s 
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10 Trovato et al. created prototypes of robots based on a Catholic priest (SanTo, short for 
Sanctified Theomorphic Operator) and a robotic version of the round Japanese 
daruma doll. Daruma is short for Bodhidharma, the founder of Zen Buddhism known 
for meditation and perseverance. Sold widely at temples and airport shops alike, the 
dolls have eyes without pupils, one of which is painted in when a wish is made, the 
other when a wish comes true. SanTo is imagined as a prayer companion for 
Catholics. However gimmicky they may appear, BlessU2, Xian’er, Mindar, and even 
Pepper in Buddhist robes, these robots were, in the end, commissioned and made by 
or for religious institutions. (Trovato, et al., ““Religion and Robots.”) 

Figure 2. A scaled representation of the 1.8-meter- 
tall BlessU2 robot (left) and the 60-centimeter-tall 
Xian’er robot (right). (Sources: https://www.cnet. 
com/news/robot-priest-blessu2-germany-  
anniversary-reformation/ and https://www. 
theverge.com/2016/4/28/11528278/this-robot-
monk-will-teach-you-the-wisdom-of-buddhism.)
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name in Sanskrit and Japanese alike means  “one who sees and hears all,” looking 

and listening for suffering people needing succor.11 A  “minder” is a person who 

looks after someone or something—which is the role of bodhisattvas—who 

postpone their own passage to nirvana in order to help those in need. Apparently, 

the name Andoroido Kannon Maindā (minder) was based on “mind” in the most 

common English translation for kokoro which is “heartmind.”12 The spelling “Mindar” 

however, as opposed to the grammatically correct “Minder,” does impart a more 

Sanskrit-like flavor as befitting a new incarnation of a bodhisattva. In this con -

nection, I was intrigued to discover that the image of a compassionate, helpful of 

Kannon had been appropriated by roboticists a decade earlier. The cover of the 

January 2008 issue of The Journal of the Robotics Society of Japan (Nihon robotto gakkai 

shi) features a cartoon robot Thousand-Armed Kannon (Senju Kannon) with a 

smiling face holding a tablet computer and bending forward to show it to a delighted 

boy standing with an older male figure (see figure 3). Whereas Buddhist sculptures 

of the bodhisattva have her holding ritual implements representing her many 

salvation resources, the cartoon robot Kannon’s arms hold various electronic 

components used in robotics laboratories, from antennae and plugs to USB cords 

and satellite disks. 

Android Kannon Mindar has a smooth, cream-colored silicone face, neck and 

shoulders, and silicone hands, but the rest of the android’s androgynous body consists 

of mechanical components. A camera is installed in the left eye to coordinate move -

ments that suggest eye contact. A metallic, tube-like tiara helps to give the head a 

more human-like shape. Elongated triangular aluminum plates from the waist down 

fasten the standing robot to an octangonal platform. Mindar’s only moving parts 

are the head (including the eyes and mouth) and neck, arms and hands, and torso.  

The Kodaiji priests who commissioned Mindar (for 1 million USD) invoked 

Kannon’s chameleon-like capacity to assume different guises to best administer 

compassion to those in need. Of course, in Mindar’s case, the bodhisattva did not 

assume a new form in response to a crisis but rather was provided a priori with a 

manufactured silicone and aluminum body. The priests rationalized that an android 

form of Kannon would provide the four-hundred-year-old temple with a high-tech 

veneer and attract new parishioners. Mindar is not equipped with any artificial 

intelligence software. It is basically a sophisticated animatronic doll that is pro -

grammed to give, in a “feminine” ‘voice, a twenty-five-minute sermon adapted from 

the Heart Sutra (Hannya Shingyō), which allegedly is the shortest but most recited, 

copied, and studied sutra in East Asian Buddhism. Briefly, the Heart Sutra teaches 
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11 Lee, “Kannon.” 

12 Kodaiji personnel collaborated with Osaka University roboticists to develop an 
android bodhisattva to help foster familiarity with Buddhism.  
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about emptiness (shunyata), or the ultimate reality of undifferentiation out of which 

dualities arise. Through the compassionate guidance of Kannon, an awareness of 

emptiness leads to release from the cycle of birth and death, and eventually to 

enlightenment. On the four walls of the modest room in which Mindar stands and 

speaks to a seated audience is projected a film of hundreds of people listening and 

chanting; pre-recorded questions about Buddhism are posed that Mindar responds 

to with pre-recorded answers. 

Pepper and Mindar (Minder) are bothn programmed to chant the Heart Sutra. 

Prior to his priestly debut at the Life Ending Industry Expo, Pepper was an 

international celebrity as SoftBank’s brand ambassador, and until recently, Pepper 

robots were lent or sold to laboratories around the world as platforms for the 

development of customized software. Mindar was a specially commissioned android 

Kannon and serves as Kodaiji’s brand ambassador. The temple even publishes a 

comic book (manga), that features Mindar helping troubled women and men recover 
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Figure 3. The Android Kannon Mindar (left) and the thousand-armed robot Kannon featured 
on the January 2008 cover of the Journal of the Robotics Society of Japan.  (Source: https:// 
twitter.com/tenshinji/status/1104541293248622592 and https://www.rsj.or.jp/pub/jrsj/ 
archive/index.html?ref=646. Permission for the journal cover was granted by the Robotics 
Society of Japan; cover design by T. Sonoyama.) 
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13 Yuki and Kōdaiji, Manga Andoroido Kannon. 

14 Čapek, R.U.R.   

their sense of social worth and interdependence with fellow humans..13 The manga 

includes several pages printed with the Heart Sutra alongside a modern Japanese 

translation. The priestly roles of both Pepper and Mindar were imagined as ideally 

communicating kokoro. In the following section, I will provide working definitions 

of robot, religion, and kokoro, three key terms that cannot be left self-evident as 

they too often are both in popular and academic articles that deal with “emotional 

robots” and “robot monks.” 

 

Nomenclature: Robot, Religion, Kokoro  

In the YouTube video showing Pepper chanting a sutra, the human cleric refers to 

robots, religion, and kokoro in the same sentence. Since the relationship among 

these three subjects is the underlying theme of this article, it is worth pausing here 

to provide some working definitions of these terms, beginning with “robot.” 

 

Robot  

The English word “robot” derives from the Czech word for indentured laborer. 

Coined by litterateur Karel Čapek (1890–1938) and his artist brother Josef Čapek 

(1887–1945), the word first appeared in the former’s play, R.U.R. (Rossumovi 

Univerzální Roboti [Rossum’s Universal Robots]), published in 1920 and staged the 

following year in Prague.14 A science fiction melodrama with comical passages, the 

action in R.U.R.  takes place in the year 2000 on an island where anatomically 

realistic artificial humans are mass-produced in Rossum’s factory from protoplasmic 

batter and then sold all over the world as tireless workers. To make a long story 

short, new-model robots are provided with a soul and emotions which enable them 

to experience anger at their exploitation by humans. The robots revolt en masse, 

killing all but one human. R.U.R. was translated and performed worldwide, includ -

ing in Tokyo in 1924, and robotto quickly became a ubiquitous buzzword in Japan. 

Before robotto, the expressions jinzō ningen (artificial human) and kikai ningen (ma -

chine or mechanical human) were used to name manufactured, human-like beings.  

Many working definitions of robots are in circulation today, and I have 

assembled one that is comprehensive yet concise:  

 

A robot is an assemblage of different technologies—sensors, optics, software 

(including some level of artificial intelligence), telecommunication tools, 

actuators, batteries, polymers, etc.—that make it capable of navigating, respond -

ing to, and interacting with its environment with some human super vision  
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or through tele-operation.15 A robot is also usefully perceived as “embodied 

artificial intelligence” in the sense that it is equipped with software algorithms 

that facilitate its ability to interact with its environment, recognize patterns, 

and achieve given tasks, characteristics that distinguish a robot from an automaton. 

 

Robots are made from many different materials—aluminum, stainless steel, ther -

moplastic polymers, polycarbonates, acrylics, silicone, even biological cells—and 

exist in many different shapes and sizes. The vast majority of robots are industrial 

robots installed in automobile and other factories. Other robots have been designed 

as vacuum cleaners, animals, fish, rice cookers, bathtubs, wheelchairs, and commodes. 

Humanoid robots have a body that resembles a human being in the sense of having 

something like a head, arms, torso, and legs. Most humanoids are gendered and 

some, called androids, have flesh-like silicon faces and hands and can pass—from a 

distance—as human beings.16  

For many people the word “robot”conjures the humanoids in science fiction 

movies, novels, and comics that have amazing abilities. By contrast, real-world 

humanoids are slow and clumsy in comparison, even though they represent cutting-

edge technologies. The public relations videos made by robotics companies tend to 

be heavily edited and greatly speeded up to give the impression of smooth, 

coordinated movement. In addition to their entertainment value, as promoted by 

the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers’ (IEEE) weekly selection of 

“awesome robot videos,”17 the videos are also instrumental in appealing to investors—

to date, mostly transnational corporations and governments—as such robots are 

very expensive to build. This problematic conflation of fictional and real robots has 

raised impossible expectations of the capabilities of tangible robots, and, as I have 

long argued,  “robot reality checks” are a necessary addition to popular and academic 

articles alike on robots.18 
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15 I do not include “autonomy” in my working definition of robots. There is a lot of hype 
about autonomy lately, especially with respect to “self-driving cars” (which are 
essentially robots). There are no truly autonomous robots in service. Autonomy exists 
on a sliding scale from Level 0 (full manual operation) to Level 5 (no human 
supervision or intervention). A growing number of engineers and roboticists are 
critiquing the idea of self-driving cars in general. David Mindell of MIT, for example, 
writes that we need to rethink the notion of progress, and describes the narrative of 
full autonomy as an outdated (twentieth-century) vision of the future. (Mindell, Our 
Robots, Ourselves).  

16 Robertson, “Gendering Humanoid Robots”; and Robertson, Robo Sapiens Japanicus, 
80–120.  

17 IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), “Video Friday,” accessed 7 
November 2021, https://spectrum.ieee.org/tag/video-friday. 

18 Robertson, Robo Sapiens Japanicus, 175–92. 
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Religion is a set of systematic beliefs in relation to a transcendent being, 

thing, or principle. For free exercise purposes, exercising a religion involves 

engaging in formal or informal conduct to give effect to/manifest those beliefs, 

privately or publicly and in private or public interactions, and in community 

with others.  Although the religion may be exercised privately, there should 

be some kind of community which internally regulates the set of beliefs and 

the related conduct.19  

Deagon’s definition of religion is “broad enough for free exercise purposes, including 

non-theistic religions, traditional and Indigenous religions, as well as systemised, 

communal versions of the secular.” It posits an intrinsic connection between beliefs 

and practices.20 This definition is also effectively multi-ethnic in coverage and 

acknowledges, for example, the close correspondence in Japanese culture (histor -

ically) between Shinto, Buddhism, and Confucianism, among other teachings and 

belief systems. 

Kokoro 

The attending human priest at the Life Ending Industry Expo was keen to assess 

whether Pepper’s chanting conveyed kokoro. An intangible, elusive, and polysemous 

concept with a “positive charge,” kokoro is widely and innovatively used in everyday 

parlance and figures in many Japanese idioms.21 Kokoro connotes intellectual, 
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Religion 

Like “culture,” “religion” tends to be used as a self-evident term, perhaps in part because 

the word is ubiquitous and thus tricky to define. The anthropological literature alone 

provides many competing, and contested, definitions. Should religion be narrowly 

defined in theistic or monotheistic terms? Should the definition include “deep 

beliefs” and/or “conscience”? I have opted to use the inclusive working definition 

of religion proposed  by Alex Deagon (Queensland University of 

Technology, Australia), a scholar of law and religion. 

19 Cultural anthropologists often employ the late Clifford Geertz’s working definition of 
religion first proposed in 1966. (Geertz, “Religion as a Cultural System,” 90–91). 
Unlike Geertz’s individual-focused definition, which ignores historical conditions 
engendering religious beliefs and institutions and their deployment as agents of 
control and power, the definition provided by Deagon stresses the systematic and 
community regulated (and/or controlled) practice of “beliefs in relation to a 
transcendent being, thing or principle.” (Deagon, “Towards a Constitutional 
Definition,” 3.) 

20 Deagon, “Towards a Constitutional Definition,” 3. 

21 Nakara, “Japanese Concept KOKORO (sic),” 1. 
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emotional, and spiritual states and attributes. Most Japanese use the word kokoro 

as self-evident, confident that whomever they are conversing with will be familiar 

with it and have a good idea what it refers to in a given context. Kokoro implies 

one’s intellectual responses, or, in other situations and contexts, one’s emotional 

reactions; in many cases, kokoro connotes inclusively the mental, emotional, and 

spiritual states of all sentient beings. Kokoro is a key lexeme in Japan’s two main 

religions: the animistic native Shinto (Way of the kami, or gods/spirits/vital forces) 

and Buddhism. Their syncretization or synthesis evident today was completed during 

the Heian period (894–1185) and based on the belief that Shintō kami were Japanese 

manifestations of the original essences of the Buddha and bodhisattvas.22 Kokoro is 

also a key cultural concept that figures centrally in the discourse of Japanese moral 

education and “Japaneseness.”23 Hashizume Daisaburō, a sociologist at Tokyo 

Institute of Technology, even equates kokoro with Japanese culture itself.24 

Kokoro is most often translated into English as the compound ‘heart-mind’ or 

‘heart and mind’, implying that the concept is a combination of two separate 

faculties, the affective ‘heart’ and the intellectual ‘mind.’ This dualism is misleading. 

Scholars specializing in Japanese religion explain that both the simple (non-

compound) word, ‘heartmind’ and the expression ‘mindful heart’ more fully convey 

the Japanese meaning of kokoro as the center of both emotive and cognitive 

sensitivity, affective as well as intellectual knowledge.25  

There is a vigorous public debate and growing literature in Japan as to whether 

things (mono) or animals (dōbutsu) have (a) kokoro, as is quickly ascertained by 

typing (in Japanese) into Internet search engines the questions “dōbutsu wa kokoro o 

motte imasu ka” [do animals have (a) kokoro] and “kokoro wa ningen dake ga motte 

iru mono desu ka” [is “kokoro”something only humans have]. Dozens of books have 

been published on this topic and debate, many citing Shinto’s pantheon of kami 

(spirits, gods, vital forces) that dwell in animate and inanimate, organic and inorganic 

entities alike. Other books on this topic use kokoro in reference to cognitive ethology 

or studies of animal consciousness. Mainstream Buddhists explain that while only 

humans have (a) kokoro, through a long and familiar association, the human kokoro 

can enter into an object (such as a calligraphy brush or a personal robot) or an 

animal’s body.  

Kokoro is finite in the sense that it does not persist after a human being’s death 

or a kokoro-infused object’s breakdown. What does continue to exist after death is 

tamashii, whose English equivalent is ‘soul.’ In popular parlance and in translation, 
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22 Kasulis, Shinto, 24–27.  

23 Nakara, “Japanese Concept KOKORO (sic).” 

24 Hashizume, “Shūkyō wa “kokoro” o dono yōni ni atsukattekita no ka?” [How has 
religion interpreted “kokoro”?].  

25 Kasulis, Shinto, 24–27; and Swanson, “Science, kokoro, religion part 2.” 
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kokoro and tamashii tend to be used interchangeably. However, strictly speaking, 

they refer to quite different faculties. Kokoro (mindful heart) is part of or contained 

by the tamashii (soul) but is extinguished at death whereas the timeless soul 

persists.26 Kokoro is also a defining feature of life (inochi), and when imbued in 

objects, of live-ness (ikimono rashisa).27  

Apropos these distinctions, it is instructive to return to Čapek’s play. The 

protoplasmic robots are initially manufactured without a ‘soul’ or duše in Czech. 

Souls are added to the newest models, and at one point in the play, they say, “we 

have become souls [duše].”28 In Czech, duše can mean either individual or collective 

spirit/soul, and Čapek draws on both senses.29 R.U.R. was translated into Japanese 

by two different translators:  Uga Itsuo in 1923 and Suzuki Zentarō in 1924.30 How 

did they translate the Czech term duše? Significantly, neither one translated duše as 

kokoro. Important to note is that neither Uga nor Suzuki consulted the original 

Czech, relying instead on the 1923 English translation of R.U.R. by Paul Selver, who 

translated duše as “soul.” Uga, whose translation was the basis for the Japanese 

production of the play in 1924, translated “soul”” as tamashii whereas Suzuki used 

reikon. Tamashii and reikon are the Japanese- (kunyomi) and Chinese-style (onyomi) 

pronunciations, respectively, of the same ideograph. Rei (soul, spirit) can also be 

pronounced as tamashii. In the many dozens of Japanese books and articles on actual, 

tangible, real-world robots that I have perused over the past decade, I have not come 

across the word tamashii used to describe a functioning robot’s human-likeness or 

live-ness. However, as I elaborate below, some roboticists have referred to their 

creations as having and/or conveying kokoro.  

 

Roboticists’ Definitions of Kokoro 

Kokoro figures centrally in the titles of several Japanese books on robots and AI.31 

As expressed by the human priest in the Life Ending Industry Expo video, kokoro 

is both a quality and effect of social interaction. The operative expression here is 
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26 Hardacre, Kurozumikyo, 19. 

27 Hirata and Ishiguro, “Robotto engeki [Robot theatre]”; and Morioka, “Concept of 
‘inochi’.”  

28 Kinyon, “Phenomenology of Robots,” 387.   

29 Kinyon, “Phenomenology of Robots,” 387.  

30 Uga, Jinzō ningen [Artificial Human]; and Suzuki, Robotto Kāreru Chapekku [Robot 
Karel Čapek]. 

31 In addition see Ikegami and Ishiguro, Ningen to kikai no aida kokoro wa doko ni aru no 
ka [Between humans and machines, where is kokoro?]; Kitamura, Robotto wa kokoro o 
motsu ka: Saibā ishikiron josetsu [Can a robot have kokoro: An introduction to the cyber- 
consciousness]; and Shibata, Robotto no kokoro: 7 no tetsugaku monogatari [A robot’s 
kokoro: Seven philosophical tales]. 
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“social interaction.” The priest is interested in assessing whether Pepper can convey 

kokoro when interacting with visitors to the Expo. From a mainstream Buddhist 

perspective, robots are like nonhuman animals in lacking a kokoro, which is a 

defining property of humans. SoftBank CEO Son Masayoshi, who commissioned 

Pepper, was adamant that the robot should possess a kokoro. Where do roboticists 

stand?  

Several cognitive roboticists are working to “imagineer” (imagine + engineer) 

robotic kokoro through innovative software algorithms and creative interpretations 

of AI. Two renditions of kokoro that are especially common in Anglophone 

translations of the Japanese robotics literature are “consciousness” and “emotional 

consciousness,” as evident in the English title of Takeno Jun’ichi’s Kokoro o motsu 

robotto, Creation of a Conscious Robot. 32 

 Maeno Takashi, a roboticist at Keio University, whom I interviewed in 

February 2007, defines kokoro as comprised of five operations necessary for “self-

awareness”: chi (intelligence), jō (emotion), i (will), kioku (memory), gakushū (learning), 

and ishiki (consciousness). Maeno and Takeno are both invested in bridging 

engineering and psychology with the aim of creating an algorithm that provides a 

robot with kokoro, or, in their words, the ability to recognize itself in a mirror and 

to demonstrate self-awareness.33 Takeno, a roboticist at Meiji University of Science 

and Technology, observes that human consciousness is deeply related to “imitation 

behavior,” and that kokoro (consciousness) itself is generated by “a consistency of 

cognition and behavior.”34 Like Maeno, Takeno also employs mirrors in providing 

evidence of kokoro, or consciousness, as “an act that requires both seeing a behavior 

in another and instantly transferring it to oneself.”35 

Tsukimoto Hiroshi, who studies neural networks and AI at Tokyo Denki 

University, observes that in everyday speech, the meaning of kokoro is established 

metaphorically in connection with the body or a person. One of several examples 

he provides is: “Watashi no kokoro wa mitasareteiru. Kokoro wa yōki.” Which 

translates to “my kokoro has been filled, [i.e.] Kokoro as container.”36 Tsukimoto 
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32 Takeno, Kokoro o motsu robotto [A robot with kokoro]; and Takeno, Creation of a 
Conscious Robot.  

33 Takeno quoted in Tracy Staedter, ‘Robot Demonstrates Self-Awareness,’ Rense.com, 
22 Dec 2005. http://rense.com/general69/reob.htm; Maeno, Nō wa naze kokoro o 
tsukutta no ka [Why did the brain create kokoro”], 20–23 and 146–47. See also, Maeno, 
Robotto kōgaku, ninchikagaku, kōfukugaku to rinri” [Robotics, cognitive science, 
happiness studies, and ethics]. 

34 Komatsu Takashi, and Junichi ( Jun’ichi) Takeno, “A Conscious Robot that Expects 
Emotions.” 2011 Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Industrial 
Technology, 15–21, 15. 

35  Takeno quoted in Staedter, “Robot Demonstrates Self-Awareness.”  

36 Tsukimoto, Robotto no kokoro [Robot’s kokoro], 47. 
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conducts research on “embodied, metaphor-based AI,” premised on abstract symbols 

grounded through metaphors. In humans, he explains, “symbol manipulation is 

based on imagination, ” which is “a virtual bodily movement. ”37 He argues that the 

theoretical question of whether a robot can have or convey kokoro immediately 

confronts three fundamental problems: (1) How can imagination (in the sense of 

virtual bodily movement) be realized in robots; (2) How can pictures and sounds be 

connected to sensory and motor circuits in robots; and (3) How can robots learn the 

connections between pictures or sounds (symbolic representations) and the sensory 

and motor circuits?38 These are not easily answerable questions, and, rather, serve as 

rhetorical platforms from which to evolve hypotheses about, and algorithms for 

generating, robotic kokoro. 

A different approach to robotic kokoro is pursued by Ishiguro Hiroshi, a 

celebrity roboticist based at Osaka University best known for his androids (or 

“geminoids”). He claims to build humanoids and androids as a way to better 

understand humans. Ishiguro argues that the “essence of kokoro” (kokoro no honshitsu) 

does not reside within a particular human or robot. Rather, kokoro is a subjective 

phenomenon (shukanteki) that can be observed and felt only because it is generated, 

in humans and robots alike,  through reciprocal social interactions (shakaiteki 

sōyosayō).39 Over the past decade, Ishiguro has teamed up with the playwright Hirata 

Oriza to use the theatre as a laboratory where human-robot interactions can be 

emplotted, rehearsed, and evaluated by a non-specialist audience, the ordinary people 

that he imagines will coexist with—as opposed to converge with—robots in the 

future.40 Kōdaiji and the Life Ending Industry Expo were also theatres for assessing 

the generation of kokoro in human-robot (Mindar, Pepper) interaction.  

Human-robot coexistence can also be choreographed through what roboticist 

Miyake Yoshihiro (Tokyo Institute of Technology) refers to as “active incom plete -

ness.” He posits that artificial systems should be incomplete, thereby occasioning 

an emergent, co-created network between an artificial system (such as a robotic 

exoskeleton or robot) and humans in real time. Ultimately, co-creation technology 

and robots, Miyake suggests, will prove effective for recovering kokoro, and thereby 

the “human linkages, social ethics, and mutual-reliability that have been lost in the 

IT [information technology] society.”41 
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37 Tsukimoto, “Embodied AI,” 67. 

38 Tsukimoto, “Embodied AI,” 74.  

39 Hamana, “Engeki to tekunorojii” [Theatre and technology], 61. 

40 Robertson, “Robot Theatre (robotto engeki) in Japan.”  

41 Miyake Yoshihiro, “Co-creation in Man-Machine Interaction,” accessed 1 Aug 2016. 
https://www.myk.dis.titech.ac.jp/2007hp/paper/intconf/2003/intconf_2003_2.pdf; 
Miyake Yoshihiro, “Co-Creation System 2020 [Miyake Laboratory],” accessed 1 Aug 
2021. https://www.myk.dis.titech.ac.jp/2007hp/index.html.  
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Like Maeno and Takeno noted above, Ishiguro also invokes mirrors. However, 

Ishiguro proposes that rather than tools for “self-awareness,” robots are “mirrors that 

reflect humans’ kokoro” (hito no kokoro o utsusu kagami). In his view, by mirroring 

human movements, robots can achieve, not consciousness, but rather “presence” 

(sonzaisei) and “live-ness” (ikimono rashisa).42 Through motion capture technology 

and actuators, his life-like androids mimic facial expressions: the slight flutter of the 

eyelids, the gentle rising and falling of the chest, which simulates breathing, and the 

constant, nearly imperceptible shifting so familiar to humans.43 Of course, it is a 

given human presence that is mirrored or reflected, even co-created, which humans 

then attribute to the android. 

I have summarized these various deployments of kokoro by roboticists to high -

light the differences and similarities in their approaches to robot emotions, con -

sciousness, live-ness, and human-robot interaction. I now introduce another roboticist, 

who also happens to be an artist and a Buddhist priest, who was recruited by 

SoftBank’s founder and CEO, Son Masayoshi, to make a robot with kokoro: Pepper.  

 

Pepper’s Emotion Engine 

In 2010, Son commissioned Aldebaran, a French robotics firm based in Paris to 

rapidly design and build a Pepper prototype. To save time, the company based 

Pepper on a “stretched up” (1.2 metres) version of a shorter robot named NAO, 

Aldebaran’s flagship humanoid robot exported worldwide as a platform for 

customized software. Pepper (see fig. 4) isa curvy white robot weighs 28 kilograms, 

runs on a lithium-ion battery with a fourteen-hour charge, is outfitted with wi-fi, a 

3-D camera, a microphone, and touch, gyro, sonar, laser, and bumper sensors. These 

give the robot twenty degrees of freedom. It can roll on three wheels at speeds of up 

to three kilometers an hour. A touch-screen tablet on the robot’s chest offers “a way 

to display images, content or to express Pepper’s inner life.”44 SoftBank acquired a 

majority stake in Aldebaran in 2012 and four years later, changed the French 

company’s name to SoftBank Robotics. The company shrunk its European staff 

when Pepper was discontinued in June 2021.  

Shortly before Pepper’s public unveiling in June 2014, SoftBank recruited newly 

graduated engineers to “make a kokoro” for the robot, whose name connotes a 
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42 Hirata and Ishiguro, “Robotto engeki [Robot theatre]; and Ishiguro, Robotto to wa 
nanika [What is a robot].  

43 Robertson, Robo Sapiens Japanicus, 111–12. 

44 Aldebaran, “FAQ About Pepper,” accessed 1 Aug, 2016. 
https://web.archive.org/web/20150212051816/https://www.aldebaran.com/en/press/faq-
about-pepper; SoftBank Robotics, “Pepper,” accessed 1 Aug 2021. https://www.soft 
bankrobotics.com/emea/en/pepper.  
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“sparkling personality.” The press release defined kokoro as synonymous with kanjō, 

or emotions, feelings, sentiments, passions. As one of the new recruits explained in 

an interview, Son told us to “make a robot that possessed a kokoro that would allow 

it to register a family’s happiness as its own happiness.”45 Like many people, Son, 

who is not a roboticist, imagines robots as shown in science fiction stories as 

companions and family members. From the outset, Son was convinced that kokoro 

could be incorporated into a robot’s software. At Pepper’s debut, Son described the 

robot as “able to read the air” (kūki o yomeru) or able to read and understand human 

emotions. Needless to say, this is something that even humans cannot do with one-

hundred percent accuracy.  
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45 “Sofutobanku de ‘Pepper no kokoro’ o tsukuru to iu zenjinmitō no purojekuto ni 
chōsensuru shinsotsu enjinia” [SoftBank’s unprecedented project of “making Pepper’s 
kokoro” is challenged by a newly graduated engineer], Discover Online, accessed 1 
August 2016. http://discover-online.jp/interview/670; Son Masayoshi, “Sofutobanku 
kisha kaiken kanjō o rikai suru robotto `pepper’ o 19. 8 man’en de hatsubai Son 
Masayoshi-shi ‘25-nenkan, kono shunkan o yumemite ita’” [SoftBank press 
conference. Pepper, a robot that understands emotions, goes on sale for ¥19.8 million. 
Son Masayoshi says he’s dreamed of this moment for twenty-five years]. LogmiBiz, 5 
June 2014. https://logmi.jp/business/articles/14121.  

Figure 4. Pepper’s emotion engine 
designed by Mitsuyoshi Shunji displayed 
on a tablet computer fixed to the robot’s 
chest. (Source: https://robotstart.info/ 
2016/06/28/kozaki_shogeki-no27.html.)
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Jumping on board the robot bandwagon, which up to that point had been 

hogged by ASIMO, Honda’s bipedal humanoid robot,46 Son hired Mitsuyoshi 

Shunji, a Buddhist priest, artist, and widely published engineer to develop a kanjō 

enjin (emotion engine) for Pepper.47 Son was keen to tap the research that 

Mitsuyoshi had been conducting on the interrelationship of voice, hormones, and 

emotions, with the objective of creating biochemically inspired “emotion engine” 

that would allow Pepper to respond to human interlocutors in appropriate, human-

like ways—as if it were truly capable of “reading the air.”48 Perhaps because he is a 

Buddhist priest, Mitsuyoshi did not echo Son’s claim that Pepper possesses a kokoro, 

although he does declare that Pepper has emotions.49  

Researchers across disciplines acknowledge that there is no generally accepted 

definition of emotion. In robotics, one currently favored approach to the study of 

emotions utilizes a biochemical or endocrine-based working model of emotions—

namely, hormonal secretions triggered by the brain in response to an experience. 

Mitsuyoshi also subscribes to this approach and claims to have installed in Pepper 

what he refers to as “digital hormones” that drive the robot’s emotion engine. These 

digital hormones do not constitute a kokoro. Instead, Mitsuyoshi’s illustration of an 

emotion engine resembles a Buddhist mandala, and like a mandala, serves as a map 

or blueprint of, in this case, emotional consciousness. Mitsuyoshi’s emotion engine 

draws from the psycho-evolutionary theory of emotion developed by the late Robert 

Plutchik that encompasses humans and non-human animals at all evolutionary 

levels (see fig. 5). Plutchik devised a mandala-like color-coded wheel of emotions 

to illustrate how they vary in intensity and, like complementary (or opposite) colors, 

have the character of polarity. Thus, terror/fear/apprehension oppose rage/anger/ 

annoyance, and grief/sadness/pensiveness oppose ecstasy/joy/serenity.50 Mitsuyoshi’s 
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46 The innovative technologies and new materials used in the construction of ASIMO 
have been transferred to the development of various mobility devices.  

47 Mitsuyoshi’s “emotion engine” (sometimes referred to in English as “emotion 
recognition engine”) has received the most media attention, but other emotion-
generating models are being developed at several research centers, such as KIS 
(Kansei Information System) at Kansai University, a private coed university in Osaka.  

48 Mitsuyoshi Shunji and Fuji Ren, “Kikai no kokoro/kanjōninshiki kara kokoro rikaiseki 
made” [Machine kokoro /analyzing kokoro from the basis of emotion recognition]. 

49 In his 2015 TEDx talk, Mitsuyoshi appears to have difficulty calming Pepper who 
exhibits erratic movements that Mitsuyoshi attributes to the robot’s experience of 
stress. (Mitsuyoshi Shunji, ‘What Does an Artistic Scientist Create?’ TEDxTokyo, 4 
Aug 2015. https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=oOsst8jHMxQ.) Pepper was 
comparatively sedate at the Life Ending Industry Expo chanting prerecorded sutras. I 
describe my own underwhelming interactions with Pepper in Robertson, Robo Sapiens 
Japanicus, 105–6. 

50 Plutchik, “A Psychoevolutionary Theory of Emotions,” 534.  
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mandala references Plutchik’s wheel of emotions and adds hormones and various 

biochemical elements to its operation.51 

In order to understand how “digital hormones” work I first need to explain the 

function of hormones in the human and nonhuman animal body. Hormones are 

secreted into the blood by endocrine glands in response to a range of stimuli. 

Secreted by the adrenal gland for instance, the hormone adrenaline triggers 

physiological responses in another or several organs simultaneously.  If an experience 

provokes fear, the hormone activates different groups of muscles: it causes the mouth 

to open, the body to straighten up, and the person to start running away. Hormone-

propagated signals can also be modified or delayed, or even disappear; in other 

words, they are adaptable to changing situations. Thus, right after being frightened 
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51 Mitsuyoshi, “Pepper no kanjō” [Pepper’s emotions]; and Shindō Tomonori. “Pepper no 
kanjōseisei enjin wa RNN o riyō, 7shu no kasōteki horumon o mogishite ki-do-ai-
raku” [Pepper’s emotion engine uses RNN (recurrent neural network), seven types of 
virtual hormones to simulate joy-anger-sorrow-calmness], Nikkei XTech, 19 Nov 2015.  

Figure 5. Mitsuyoshi Shunji’s 2013 “emotional brain action and voice” map (left) of the 
operations of hormones, biochemicals, and emotions in humans. The middle wheel (or 
mandala) became the basis for Pepper’s emotion engine, as displayed on the robot’s chest 
tablet and, as cloud-based AI, actuates Pepper’s responses to facial expressions and tones 
of voice. Mitsuyoshi drew from Robert Plutchik’s “wheel of emotion” (right) which utilizes 
color to demonstrate the oppositional character of emotions. (Sources: https://xtech.nikkei. 
com/it/atcl/column/14/090100053/082700078/ and Rhttps://positivepsychology.com/ 
emotion-wheel/.)
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by something, a person might quickly realize that it was a “false alarm,” and the fear 

reaction subsides. In short, hormones are not limited to triggering simple, irre -

versible, cause-effect responses; they can also generate and reverse multiple, cascad -

ing events. A “digital hormone” is an electronic signal that messages all the connected 

segments or modules of a robot’s body simultaneously. Each of those segments, 

which has its own actuator or motor, then calculates in real time all the variables 

that influence the other segments, thereby prompting them to adjust or modify 

themselves accordingly.  

When Pepper is described as an “emotional robot” what does this mean? Suffice 

it to say that a so-called emotional robot is one whose digital hormones activate 

multiple cameras and sensors to calculate, process, and respond to a human inter -

locutor’s facial expressions, tone of voice, and gestures in a seemingly natural manner. 

The calculations are based on various human behavioral models uploaded to Pepper’s 

central processing unit and converted to digital data signifying “friendly/ unfriendly,” 

“agitated/calm” and so forth. The robot then releases a particular combination of 

digital hormones (or electrical signals) that generate corresponding and statistically 

appropriate vocalizations and gestures that a human interlocutor reads as Pepper’s 

emotional response.52 Pepper’s touch screen simulta neously displays colors and 

graphs indicating the robot’s emotional status. These data are prepared and processed 

in cloud AI and shared by all Peppers as a source of collective learning. SoftBank 

established a cloud services company called Cocoro SB for this purpose which 

worked with Mitsuyoshi on imagineering digital hormones.53  

With Pepper’s process of emotional response in mind, I suggest that Pepper is 

best understood as an “evocative object-subject.” When Pepper makes eye contact 

with you, follows your gaze, and gestures toward you, you are provoked to respond 

to the robot as if it were a sentient and even caring Other. As roboticist Ishiguro 

proposes, by mirroring humans, robots can achieve “presence’” and “live-ness.” Some 

researchers, most prominently Massachusetts Institute for Technology professor 

Sherry Turkle, characterize these affective human-robot interactions in negative 

terms, as “simulated” and “inauthentic” relationships.54 On the one hand, I share 
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52 Jacek Krywko, “Scientists Believe They’ve Nailed the Combination that Could Help 
Robots Feel Love,” Quartz, 16 Nov 2016. https://qz.com/838420/scientists-built-a-
robot-that-feels-emotion-and-can-understand-if-you-love-it-or-not/.  

53 “Cocoro SB, Pepper no kokoro o rikaisuru, Pepper kanjōseisei enjin no himitsu 
repōto” [A report on Cocoro SB, understanding Pepper’s kokoro, the secret of Pepper’s 
emotion recognition engine], IoT, 4 April 2016, https://iotnews.jp/archives/16124; 
Kōzaki Yōji, “Jinkōchinō robotto “Pepper” no kanjō seisei enjin no shikumi to 
mekanizumu” [The construction and mechanism of the AI robot “Pepper’s” emotion 
recognition engine], Robosuta, 28 June 2016. https://robotstart.info/2016/06/28/ 
kozaki_shogeki-no27.html.  

54 Turkle, Alone Together. 
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many of Turkle’s concerns about the impact of social media on human-human 

relationships—which, historically, have not needed technology and social media to 

render them phony and duplicitous. On the other hand, I would also point out that 

just as “fictive kin” can be as protective and caring as biological kin (who may not be 

so at all), so too can humans’ interactions with robots (and other technologies) be 

constructive and rewarding. Many consumers outside of Japan and especially 

technophilic youth today would agree with this positive view.  Recent surveys by 

Engineering UK, a non-profit organization promoting science, technology, 

engineering, and math, and Havas, a global communications firm, jointly suggest 

that over a quarter of children and young adults anticipate forming friendships and 

even romantic relationships with robots in the future.55  

 

The Buddha Nature of Robots 

Returning to the priestly performances of Pepper and Mindar and the earlier 

discussion of kokoro, I now want to consider roboticist Mori Masahiro’s claim that 

robots possess a “Buddha nature” or busshō.  Mori, who developed the hypothesis of 

bukimi no tani (the uncanny valley), is a devout Buddhist.56 In 1974 he published a 

primer on Buddhism  in which he explained robotic busshō.57 The English translation 

was provocatively titled The Buddha in the Robot.58 Nowhere in the Japanese original 

does Mori refer to robots having kokoro or emotions. By invoking busshō, however, 

he does make a Buddhist case for human-robot coexistence and co-creation. Mori’s 

attribution of “Buddha nature” to robots, I would argue, is more about humans than 

robots. He acknowledges that he, a human being, is the one who “causes” the robot 

to “act as it acts” a declaration that echoes the mainstream Buddhist belief that 

familiar and treasured objects can become infused with human kokoro.59  
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55 S. Best, “Would You Date a Robot? More Than a Quarter of Millennials say They 
Would Replace a Human Lover with a DROID,” Daily Mail.com, 8 Dec 2017. 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5156943/27-millennials-say-consider-
dating-robot.html; D. de La Bastide, “Research say kids will be BFFs with robots in 
the future,” Interesting Engineering, 23 Sept 2017. 
https://interestingengineering.com/research-says-kids-will-be-bffs-with-robots-in-
the-future. 

56 I do not discuss this here, but in my book and another publication, I show how the 
bukimi no tani (“uncanny valley,” lit. valley of eeriness) has been misunderstood and 
misapplied. Robertson, Robo Sapiens Japanicus, 153–60; and Robertson, “No Place For 
Robots.”  

57 Mori Masahiro no bukkyō nyūmon [Mori Masahiro’s primer on Buddhism]   

58 Mori, Buddha in the Robot; and Mori, Mori Masahiro no bukkyō nyūmon. 

59 Mori, Buddha in the Robot, 179. 
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The robot’s relationship to me is like my relationship to the Buddha. . . . 

[S]ince I myself was created by the Buddha, the machines and robots that  

I design must also be created by the Buddha. In sum, a human being made  

by the Buddha and endowed by the Buddha with a will necessarily imposes  

that will upon a machine created by the Buddha. . . . From the Buddha’s 

viewpoint, there is no master-slave relationship between human beings and 

machines. The two are fused together in an interlocking entity. [Humans] 

achieve dignity not by subjugating [their] mechanical inventions, but by 

recognizing in machines and robots the same Buddha-nature that pervades 

[their] own inner self. . . . In this way harmony between human beings and 

machines [and robots] is achieved.60 

 

For Mori, the Buddha nature of robots is significantly different from Mitsuyoshi’s 

digital hormones and emotion engine approach to occasioning harmonious affective 

relations between humans and robots. Robotic busshō is effectively a mirroring of 

the Buddha nature in humans and expressly refers to using robotics to do good in 

the world. In this regard, busshō is usefully understood as a form of robot ethics (or 

robo-ethics), an emerging subfield in the philosophy of technology.  

 

Roboticists, Kokoro, Religion: Concluding Remarks  

Technology and robots have been developed and applied for both secular and 

religious purposes. The current population of Japan (126.5 million) is forecast to 

shrink by forty million people over the next fifty years, when over 40 per cent of the 

population will be over sixty-five years old. A thriving market for funerals, graves, 

and anything related to the afterlife is anticipated. The “life ending” business is 

already booming, evident in the annual expo where Pepper debuted as a priest. 

Funeral business fairs and end-of-life seminars are popular events, offering both 

traditional and high-tech services and products. These include automated colum -

bariums, robotic altars, and virtual reality headsets that enable consumers to 

experience their own funeral.61  

Not only does technology augment and extend end-of-life options, but 

mortuary rituals that commemorate and memorialize one’s personal belongings, 

including laptop computers and robotic devices, also highlight the tenacity of the 

animistic thinking central to Shintō coupled with the adaptability of Buddhist 

funerary rituals.62 Shintō, understood in a popular form today as “weak animism” is 
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60 Mori, Buddha in the Robot, 179–80. 

61 Robertson, “Robots and Religiosity.” 

62 Kanrō  Junki, “Robotto no sōshiki” [Robot funerals]; and Rambelli, Buddhist Materiality, 
211–58. 
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acknowledged by many roboticists as providing a metaphysical platform for human-

robot coexistence. Roboticists are also products of their culture and thus take for 

granted many Shinto- and Buddhism-based quotidian practices and rituals, such as 

having a new car blessed at a Shinto shrine or hanging a “safe driving” amulet from 

the rear-view mirror, or venerating ancestors at a household Buddhist altar. Such 

animistic practices are regarded as part and parcel of Japanese culture and are not 

synonymous with superstition with its negative valence. Similarly, as I have shown, 

roboticists also take for granted the naturalness of the sexual and gendered division 

of labor, and thus recreate stereotypes in their robots.63 In disputing the claims of 

some scholars that techno-animism explains why “the Japanese” embrace robots as 

companions, Kureha Makoto (the Institute for Open and Transdisciplinary 

Initiatives, Osaka University) also effectively, if inadvertently, highlights the fact that 

Japanese roboticists also employ animistic and religious terminology in describing 

the features and capabilities of their robots.64  

Buddhism, however, has been overlooked, with few exceptions, as a 

sophisticated philosophy of materiality that addresses the familiar status of material 

objects, including robots.65 As elaborated by Fabio Rambelli, in his book on 

Buddhist materiality, the realm of material desires is not simply an obstacle for one’s 

spiritual pursuits; materiality also provides a space for interplay in which human 

beings can give shape and expression to their religious and spiritual ideas as 

manifested in the affective care extended to important possessions.66 These practices 

underscore the fact that religion and religious organizations are, in part, a service 

industry; they provide services that adapt and respond to specific needs and desires, 

from the esoteric to the pragmatic. Technology, including robots, can provide, 

augment, and extend those services.  

I have reviewed how several leading Japanese roboticists have imagined and 

imagineered kokoro and kanjō in their innovative models of human-robot 

coexistence and co-creation in religious and secular contexts. Waseda University 

roboticists were among the first to reach out to the public in promoting the 
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63 Rambelli, Buddhist Materiality, 222; and Reader, Religion in Contemporary Japan, 46–47. 
Robertson, Robo Sapiens Japanicus, 84–86. 

64 Kureha, “Nihonjin to robotto” [ Japanese and robots]. Although critical of Japanese 
roboticists, Kureha’s critique of techno-animism seems to be largely directed toward 
“Western” scholars who allegedly seek reductive explanations as to why “the Japanese” 
are comfortable coexisting with robots and why “Westerners” are not comfortable. 
Both characterizations are patently debatable. Although I do not invoke “techno-
animism” in my own work on human-robot interactions, I have noted the use of 
religious and cultural key words, such as kokoro, by roboticists.   

65 On the invocation and place of spirits and ghosts in contemporary Japanese culture, 
see Rambelli, Spirits and Animism.   

66 Rambelli, Buddhist Materiality. 
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desirability of living symbiotically with robots. Their efforts took the form of Wabotto 

no hon [The book of Wabot], a seven-volume graphic pamphlet series in Japanese 

and English published between 2002 and 2005. “Wabot” (Waseda robot) is the series’ 

mascot and represents tangible robots and robotics. In the introductory volume, 

illustrated parable-like verses invoke the cultural centrality of kokoro and tamashii 

(soul) in the imagination of purposeful human-robot interaction.67 The verses are 

matched with descriptive cartoony watercolors (see fig. 6).  (I have copied only the 

English passages formatted as they appear in the pamphlet and have entered kokoro 

and tamashii when used in the Japanese verses.)68 

 

Image: Spanning pages 13 and 14 is rounded rectangle roughly shaded around 

the perimeter in bluish green encircles a collection of twelve postcard like 
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67 WABOT-HOUSE Institute of Waseda University, Wabotto no hon [The Book of 
Wabot], 1:13–14. 

68 Linguists will appreciate that in The Book of Wabot, kokoro is spelled in the angular 
katakana syllabary, which is used when transcribing foreign words and to highlight 
and give emphasis to Japanese words normally written in the cursive hiragana 
syllabary or in ideographs. I translate the verses and describe the images on pages 7 
and 8 in which Wabot heals the kokoro of an angry, unhappy couple. (Robertson, Robo 
Sapiens Japanicus, 177–78.)   

Figure 6. “The evolution of robots and the future of people” from The Book of Wabot. The 
fictional robot Wabot, pictured with a round head and cubed body, works to console individ-
uals and to generate social harmony. (Source: The Book of Wabot, 1:13–14; Photo by author.)
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cartoon images of Wabot involved in mediating various interpersonal activities 

among humans, making sure that they are positive, joyful interactions. 

 

Verses: (The first verse is on page 13, the second on page 14).  

Here, there, and everywhere 

Wabot and the people join to support each other. 

A wonderful realm is being born. 

Friendliness, sincerity, wisdom, hearts (kokoro) with a tender beat, 

A realm where people’s strength and soul (tamashii) are drawn out. 

 

The parable identifies the kokoro of individuals as collectively constituting the 

tamashii of ( Japanese) society; Wabot makes sure that both are made whole and 

replenished. The folksy and accessible cartoon-like format is designed to facilitate 

readers’ imagination of the benefits and advantages of coexisting with robots.69  

Robots—from Wabot to Pepper and Mindar— are thus imagined to catalyze 

kokoro through both religious rituals and social interactions, and to enhance familial 

and interpersonal social networks at the affective core of Japanese society. 

Nonetheless, it remains the case that Pepper, Mindar, and a majority of robots to 

date, especially humanoids, are prototypes or one-of-a-kind devices, many of which 

have reached the end of their usefulness and have been discontinued. Contrary to 

popular assumptions about the immortality of robots in contrast to the mortality of 

humans, robots do breakdown, are easily damaged, and quickly run out of battery 

power. Almost all robots today “coexisting” with humans in everyday life take the 

form of wholly unemotional appliances: rice cookers, bathtubs, wheelchairs, 

commodes, and the like. Peppers and Mindars may not ever replace human clerics, 

and Wabots may not ever console quarreling people, but roboticists who imagine 

that they can make conscious robots with kokoro that mirror human emotions or 

convey kokoro are, perhaps unconsciously, helping to bridge the conceptual gap 

between the laboratory and the living room.70 
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69 Military applications of robots are absent from almost all Japanese books and articles 
on robots. (Kabata, “Jinkō chino no gunji ōyō” [Military applications of AI]; Matsuzaki, 
“Military robot application ”; Nishiyama, Bōeigijutsu to deyuaru yūsu [Dual use of 
defense technologies]; and Robertson, “Robots of the Rising Sun.”) 

70 For more related to the bridging of divisions between the laboratory and everyday 
settings, see the essays in Swanson that explore the potential for a science-religion 
dialogue in Japan. (Swanson, “Science, Kokoro, Religion Part 2.”) 
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